A correlation-energy formula due to Colle and Salvetti [Theor. Chim. Acta 3'7, 329 (1975)], in which the correlation energy density is expressed in terms of the electron density and a Laplacian of the second-order Hartree-Fock density matrix, is restated as a formula involving the density and local kinetic-energy density. On insertion of gradient expansions for the 1ocal kinetic-energy density, density-functional formulas for the correlation energy and correlation potential are then obtained. Through numerical calculations on a number of atoms, positive ions, and molecules, of both open-and closed-shell type, it is demonstrated that these formulas, like the original ColleSalvetti formulas, give correlation energies within a few percent.
I. INTRODUCTION Interest in calculation of the correlation energy continues unabated. ' %e here report a new development, in which the Colle-Salvetti formula for calculating correlation energy from the Hartree-Fock second-order density matrix is converted into a density-functional formula.
Let p(r) be the Hartree-Fock electron density and p2 " (r, , r2) 
where p&" is the Hartree-Fock 6rst-order reduced density matrix,
Note that p, "(r,r)=p(r) and p2 "(r,r)= -, 'p (r). Consider next a system in a state described by a general single determinant, in which the a-spin electron density difFers from the P-spin electron density. ( In the open-shell restricted Hartree-Fock case, which here is our primary concern, the a-spin orbitals are the same as the P-spin orbitals in the closed-shell part, but an excess of lx-or p-spin orbitals in the rest. ) Equation (4} is replaced by p2 "(r 1, r2) =-, 'p(rl )p(r, ) so that
T p, (r)+ptt(r) y(r)=2 1-p (r) (13) Eq. (7) is replaced by
where p (r) and ptl(r) are the a-spin and p-spin electron densities. With tH"(r) and t~z"(r) the corresponding kinetic-energy densities in the sense of Eq. (9) For the open-shell case, the corresponding formulas are readily derived using" t "(r)=-, 't "(2p (r), r), t~H"(r) = -, 'tH"(2ptt{r), r) . The correlation potential is the functional derivative of Ec with respect to p(r) . Equation (21) o I '+ Gi(~I~I I '+6I~'e)+4Gi~'a~ ( 24) 1/z F', (or G', ) is the first derivative of F, (or G, ) with respect to density, p(r), and G" , is the second derivative of G, with respect to p(r). For the open-shell case, the spin-dependent correlation potential obtained from Eq. (22) is
ed terms in these equations. Note that Eq. (25) 
